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Introduction
Firstly I want to say thank you for making the commitment and choosing
MADE Coaching to help you achieve the physique and body composition
you have always wanted.
We have put together this booklet to outline what we will be doing over
our time working together and explain to you the how's and why's of the
process. The more you know the more motivated you will be to stick with
it.
You have to be prepared that this will not be easy; it will challenge you and
push you out of your comfort zone both physically and mentally but guess
what?
This is where change happens and will make you more prepared to
overcome obstacles both in the gym and out of it! I have seen clients not
only dramatically change their body compositions but also their
confidence, their productivity at work, social and love lives by putting in
the dedication and creating new healthier lifestyle habits.
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Introduction
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There are 2 main things I ask of you throughout your time with us:
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Is to put 100% into your transformation as the more you put
in the more you get out. There is no luck in this, your body now
and in future is a direct reflection of the work you are or are not
doing. If you are currently not happy with the way you look you
will have to work hard to change habits and be consistent to
change your physique.
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Is to communicate with me. I will be expecting update forms
and pictures on a regular basis. The clients who get the best
results are the ones that keep in touch the most so NEVER
miss an update, NEVER be scared to ask questions. Results are
never linear and you will hit plateaus but if you keep in contact
we can make the necessary changes to kick start and
accelerate progress.

This booklet will cover the basics of tracking results, food preparation,
macronutrients and more and will give you the basic platform to hit the
ground running and get amazing results with your individual training and
nutrition plan.
Simon Dutton, Made Coaching Founder

Understanding your nutrition
Your nutrition plan is a fundamental part of your transformation success.
You will have heard something similar to the phrase “abs are made in the
kitchen” and this is very true.
It 's far easier to control your nutrient intake than to try and out-train a
bad diet and the more you understand about how to control your nutrition
the easier it will be to create long term healthy habits to match your
new physique.
When it comes to understanding nutrition it is important to know that
there is an order to this. Make sure you master each item on the list
below before going to the next item.

ADHERENCE
The single most important factor to any meal plan success is adherence
and ruthless consistency. There are many diets out there that work but
this is a non negotiable characteristic of all those who have had
successful body transformations.
Any adjustment we make over time will be based on feedback from the
check in and the more consistent you are with sticking to the guidelines,
the more information we have to fine tune this to your lifestyle and
progress.
Best mindset to go into your program with is to take your current
guidelines and stick with them completely for 2 weeks and take notes of
anything you notice; hunger, fatigue, good energy, strength gains etc
and then at the end of this period feedback to your coach and we can
work on these issues together. This will teach you to be aware and not to
give into cravings which is another important tool.
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Understanding your nutrition

CALORIES
Calorie balance will dictate how your body changes long term. You NEED
to be in a deficit to lose weight (fat or muscle) and will need to be in a
surplus to gain weight (muscle or fat) this is how every diet works
whether it is Keto or Paleo those who have successful weight
loss long term need to be in a calorie deficit.
We will use metrics like your average body weight, circumference,
activity, performance and pictures to monitor calorie. balance

MACRONUTRIENTS

Macronutrients are the nutrients the body needs in large amounts. Each
performs several important roles in the body as well as provides the body
with a certain amount of energy.
Protein
(Essential)
4 calories
gram per

Fats
Alcohol
(Essential) Carbohydrates
9 calories
gram per 4 calories
gram per 7 calories
gram per
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Understanding your nutrition

PROTEIN

The main purpose of protein is structural. It is important in forming your
muscles, hair, eyes, skin etc. When it comes to dieting the main aim of
protein is to allow us to grow and hold onto as much muscle mass as we
can.
Protein is also the most satiating macronutrient meaning it keeps us
fuller for longer. This is massively important as hunger can slip up even
the most determined dieter.
It has been shown in many studies that those on a higher protein diet lose
more body fat than those who have the same caloric intake but a lower
protein intake. This is down to having a higher thermic effect than the
other macronutrients meaning you expend more calories digesting it.

FATS

The main role of fats is to provide an energy source especially at low
intensity activities or throughout our daily lives. Unlike carbohydrates
though they are essential as they are required to absorb many vitamins
and minerals as well as support our bodies hormone production.

CARBOHYDRATES

Carbohydrates although not an essential macronutrient do serve a very
important role in the diet. Their main role is to provide an energy source to
the body especially during high intensity activities. They are also
protein sparing and help hold onto lean tissue. Lastly the added fibre
within certain carbohydrates can be helpful to digestion.
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Understanding your nutrition

ALCOHOL

Although technically a macronutrient, it is a big no no when it comes to
dieting. It is extremely toxic to the liver (the organ that metabolises your
fat) so after your big night out the body is not concerned about fat loss
but more concerned about getting rid of the alcohol in the bloodstream.
This is before you even factor in the 2am kebab and the hangover food to
follow.

NUTRIENT DENSITY/MICRONUTRIENTS
The healthier and less inflamed we are the better our bodies will work.
Ensuring we are getting the majority of our diet from nutrient dense
sources will not only allow us to get to our goals faster but improve food
volume which is massively important to keep hunger at bay.

MEAL TIMING
If our calorie target and macronutrient goals are set and stuck to
consistently meal timing is not that important. That being said meal
timing can be incredibly useful to maximise performance, improved health
markers and adherence to the diet.
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Understanding your nutrition
Some examples of this are
For some delaying breakfast can be a good way to manage
hunger but for others it could leave us raiding the cupboards
at lunchtime. Learn which approach works for you
Planning a meal 60-90 minutes pre workout can help with
gym performance
Planning a meal 60-90 minutes post workout can help with
recovery
Planning meals around big blocks of work or meetings can
help manage hunger
Leaving your evening meal an hour before bed can help with
restful sleep and certain adjustments to this meal can help
this further if needed.

SUPPLEMENTS
The final piece of the puzzle. The least important priority in your
transformation but like meal timing can be very useful in a healthy
transformation especially if your aim is to get in shape fast.
With today's reliance on processing and food exporting it is hard and
expensive to get our full nutrient doses from food alone especially when
you are in a calorie deficit. If you want to maximise performance or fast
track results then careful supplementation becomes even more
important. Your coach will advise you on supplementation based of your
current situation and goals.
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How to track your nutrition

TRACKING YOUR NUTRITION
Studies have shown those who track their
nutrition lose more weight, this is mainly
down to them knowing how much they are
having and not overeating without realising.
Have you ever dieted before and had a
plateaux not knowing where to go next?
Proper tracking will enable us to make easy
tweaks to your nutrition to keep fat loss
going as well as allow you to become more
aware of what you are eating.
We use an application called Keystone to
track all our clients data. This has a built in
meal tracker which you can go into by clicking
the apple on the top right hand corner of the
nutrition section. You will be assigned either a
macronutrient or portion control approach
please go to the relevant section below with
how to guide on how to log your nutrition.
For more detailed walkthroughs watch the
MACRO or PORTION video guides.
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How to track your nutrition

KEYSTONE MACRO TRACKING GUIDE
Option 1 - Meal plan:
If your coach has assigned you a meal plan and you have stuck to this to the
letter you can quickly update your food diary by clicking on the meal plan
section and then pressing add to tracker.
IMPORTANT: Please do not just input this if you have made any additions or
changed portion sizes/foods as an attention to detail is massively important
here.
Option 2 - Quick add:
If you have a meal cooked by someone else and you do not know the weights
and ingredients per item but you are aware of the calories and macro
breakdown press add meal and then quick add. You can then input this
data alongside a note with what this meal was.

Option 3 - Inputting meals (preferred option):
Now the most accurate way to track your intake is by inputting the foods
directly. This gives you the most control of how many calories you are
consuming. To do this add a meal and then click the plus button on the top
right hand corner.
You will see a list of recently used foods if you use this regularly and eat
roughly the same food choices then this is quick and easy to input your data.
If you're inputting a new food either click the search bar and type in your item
to ensure the amount is accurate then click on the spoon on the bottom right
hand side to add to the diary.
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How to track your nutrition
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KEYSTONE PORTION CONTROL GUIDE
The portion control tracking method is perfect for those new to tracking
nutrient intake and allows you to begin understanding what a meal should
look like without having to worry about numbers.
We will use your hand to dictate portion sizes:

Protein

Fats

Carbohydrates

Alcohol

Palm
size
portions

Thumb
size
portions

Cupped
hand
portions

Fist size
portions

How to track your nutrition

KEYSTONE PORTION CONTROL GUIDE
Step 1: Click on the magnifying glass to search for the food
directly or the 3 horizontal lines to bring up the food plate.
When searching food: Choose from the top if you want to add
a protein, fat or carb or search the food item in the search bar.
When using the food plate: Click on the section you want to
add (Protein, fats, Carbohydrate or vegetable)
Choose if you want it to be singular macro foods or with
additions. For example would you like foods that are mainly
protein only or a mix of protein and fat portions.
Once the item is chosen: Decide how many palms you are
planning to have and then click add to the meal.
Continue until all meals are planned.
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Progress Data Tracking

TRACKING FOOD TOPS TIPS
Cross reference food portions with the food list to ensure you are
1 not picking something that is not accurate.
Input everything: If you have milk in coffee, take food from a
partner's plate or prone to snacking make sure you add it in. We
2 are not here to judge and these small items can add up to a lot of
calories over the week.

3 If in doubt go for the more calorific option.
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The nutrition lifestyle solution

THE NUTRITION LIFESTYLE SOLUTION
If fat loss is your goal then it is vital that macronutrient calculations are
precise. The best results often come from those who keep things simple
and stick to a similar meal plan most days and they ALL are on top of their
tracking and check ins.
However we understand that life is not always perfect and we will need to
adapt around social occasions, travel and prepare for those busy days at
the office.

THE FOOD PREP GUIDE
Trying to find food on the go is hard and will eventually lead to failure. A
good food prep routine will ensure we are never caught short, save time in
the week, limit decision fatigue and reduce how much we are fighting off
cravings. Follow the below top tips:
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The nutrition lifestyle solution

1

Create a food prep ritual: We recommend bulk cooking for the
week on a Sunday when you are free from work but you could
cook larger portions each evening. Whatever you decide make
sure it's in the diary and never deviated from no matter our plans
or stresses.

2

Learn to multitask: When bulk cooking many people get bored
of having the same flavours. We recommend choosing 2-3
protein sources for the week then vary the seasonings and
spices on each. Have these cooked in the oven or grill while we
have veg on the hob.

3

Get accustomed to your surroundings: As prepared as we are
occasionally we will get caught. Knowing where you can get food
that fits your plan easily and having emergency options on hand
are key.

4

Have the correct tools: Make your kitchen as efficient as
possible for food prep. A slow cooker, a George Foreman Grill and
a blender are great additions.
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The nutrition lifestyle solution

Hunger is something that derails many clients. Aim to get
the most food possible for your calorie allowance.
Lean protein, fibrous veg and staying hydrated will make
dieting much easier. Protein pastes with tons of calories
and hardly any food is a slippery slope.

WORKING AROUND THE SOCIAL CALENDAR

GNIHCAOC EDAM

MASTERING FOOD VOLUME
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When working around meals out and traveling the first tip is to
plan ahead. Let your coach know in advance where you are going
and what is on the menu so you can discuss options.
Choose options that stick closest to your plan and eat protein
and veg first to ensure you do not overeat. For other strategies
such as mastering the buffer please go to our FAQ VIDEO GUIDE.

How to read your program

READING YOUR PROGRAM
EXERCISE ORDER

The order of each exercise is displayed with a letter and a number. It’s
very important you follow the order of each exercise correctly to get the
desired training effect. In some parts of the program, the exercises will be
paired, e.g.:
In this example, you complete one set of bench presses, rest 60 seconds,
then complete one set of leg presses. You then rest another 60 seconds
before returning to the bench press again. For this example, you will do 3
total sets.

REP RANGES

Repetitions will either be written as a fixed target, e.g. 4 sets of 6, or will
be written within a range, e.g. 4 sets of 6 to 8. To get the desired effect
from the program, it is essential that you match the weight you choose
with the rep targets.
Please refer to the section on ‘how to progress’, for explanations behind
picking the right weight, when to add weight and how to execute your
sets.
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How to read your program

REST PERIODS

Stick to the rest periods outlined, no chatting too much in between sets
but at the same time, don’t rush to do the next set before you have
rested sufficiently. If your goals are more strength / hypertrophy based,
rushing your rest periods, unless specifically stated, will be
counterproductive to your goals.

TEMPO
The tempo outlines the speed of the exercise. Every exercise has four
phases to it: the lowering, the time between lowering and lifting, the
lifting, and the time between lifting and lowering.
Let’s take the example of a bench press on a 3110 tempo.
You will lower the bar in 3 seconds, pause 1 second on your chest (with
tension), lift up explosively (but with control) in 1 second, lock it out and
lower it immediately.
When training, pay attention to the tempo, but do not let it be the main
focus of your training! The last thing I want you to do is to count out loud
whilst training, as this will distract you from the actual execution of the
repetition itself.
I want you to use it as a guideline, and generally speaking, you should be
lowering the weight slower than you lift.
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How to progress your workouts

PROGRESSING YOUR WORKOUTS
For the most part, the progression method utilised will be written in each
phase. However, when dealing with rep ranges (4 sets of 6 to 8) or
specific rep targets (4 sets of 6), knowing how to progress and
execute the sets can be tricky.
When working in rep ranges, there are a few ways to progress. People
vary in how well they can handle weights across multiple sets. If you can
do it, get all the work sets at the same weight. When you get all sets at
the same weight, add weight.
For example: Squat 4 sets of 6 to 8 reps.
Workout 1: 100kg x 8-7-7-6 Workout 4: 105kg x 7-7-6-6
Workout 2: 100kg x 8-8-7-7 Workout 5: 105kg x 8-7-7-6
Workout 3: 100kg x 8-8-8-8 Workout 6: 105kg x 8-8-8-7

Others may find that their reps always drop off in subsequent sets,
regardless of weight. They will never get 4x8 in the above example, and
will always get stuck at 8,8,7,6 for example. In this situation, when you
get to the top end of the rep range on your first set with a rep or two
spare, add weight.
For those who do not handle weights across sets well, another great
option is to warm up to your heaviest set, and then pyramid down on the
next sets.
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How to progress your workouts
An example workout could be:
Equally as effective:
105kg x 8
105kg x 8
100kg x 7
100kg x 7
95kg x 8
95kg x 8
100kg x 8
100kg x 8
Same volume, different order
In the above, the trainee will still remain in the required rep range, and will
work on improving total work week by week, as well as their top set. For
specific rep targets, the same rules apply.
This is very individual, so don’t think there’s any “better way”; it’s what
is optimal for you. In all examples, the key theme is progressive overload.
A rep here, a rep there adds up over the weeks!
However even though increasing weight and/or repetitions is the
simplest and preferred method of progressive overload there are a
number of other ways to create an effective stimulus for progression.
Improving exercise execution, increasing workout density or adding an
intensity technique are a few other methods to improve training volume.
Please ensure you keep a training log book and take detailed notes so
we can track progression week to week.
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The art of the log book

THE ART OF THE LOG BOOK
As mentioned above, taking a detailed log book is essential if we are
serious about making any long term progress in the gym. Once we have
mastered execution progressive overload over time is the biggest factor
when we need to create more mechanical tension on the target muscles
which lead to more growth over time.
This can come by adding more load, reps, sets or improving execution
each week. Listen to any pro bodybuilder talk and they will speak about
old log books from years ago.
A detailed and honest log book allows us to review your data prior to
writing your next phase. Being able to choose exercises to work on your
weaknesses, seeing what does and does not work and help set goals.
Log book top tips:

1

Put your ego aside: Do not count half reps or reps with poor
execution. Be as honest as possible as that extra half rep could
be next week's progress.
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The art of the log book

2

Review before each session: Look over past workouts,
understand what you need to do in each session to beat your log
book.

3

Take detailed notes: We will not always be able to bet our log
book. Sometimes we are ill, lack sleep or maybe we improve
execution but not weight. These are all important things to look
back on for future reference or when planning your next phase of
training.

HOW TO USE THE KEYSTONE APP TO LOG WORKOUTS

WATCH THE VIDEO GUIDE
Step 1: To enter the training plan click on the kettlebell icon in
the top right hand side of the training section.
Step 2: Click on the Active plan e.g. RESET: Phase 1. This will
then show the workouts for today as well as upcoming
workouts in this plan.
Step 3: Click on the Program you for today. This will bring up an
overview of todays workout.
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The art of the log book
Step 4: Click the plus icon in the bottom right hand corner and
click start new.
Step 5: Press play set to start the next set. Once you have
completed the set click “mark as done and move on”
Step 6: After the exercises in the list the app will now time your
rest period. Click the play button to start the timer.
Step 7: At any time you can click stop and return to the list to
go back to the workout overview.
Step 8: To enter your weights and reps for each set click on the
exercise to enter the reps completed and weight for this set.
Step 9: Click on the next stage to go to the next set of
exercises and repeat the above steps.
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Useful training accessories

USEFUL TRAINING ACCESSORIES
LIFTING STRAPS

As we get stronger or sets get longer our grip will almost always become
the main limiting factor. This will limit the amount we can progress,
because of this lifting straps are a key item to have in your gym bag.
These can also help in the initial phases of training to forget about our
hands on pulldowns, rows etc.
There are two types of straps I recommend. Versa Grips are easier to use
but limited by what the velcro can hold or "old school" lifting straps a
little fiddly but once you have learned it is worth it as they can withstand
almost anything.

RESISTANCE BANDS

There are many exercises within the program that will require the use of
resistance bands. The purpose of this is to manipulate the resistance
profile of the exercise to allow for a constant amount of tension
throughout the entire rep.
For example a bench press will always be very hard at the bottom and very
easy at the top, reverse banding this can allow for the weight to drop off
at the bottom where you are weaker and then the weight to get
increasingly heavier as we become stronger. If you are unsure what
resistance bands to use or how to apply it please message me.
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Useful training accessories & Glossary

HEART RATE MONITOR

A HR monitor is a great addition to a training bag especially for tracking
health markers and conditioning. We will be using this to track resting
heart rate and heart rate variability at times to see how well we are
recovering as well as use specific heart rate zones for our conditioning. I
would recommend the Polar H10 HR monitor.

WRIST CUFFS

When using cables there are a number of exercises that will require cuffs.
This is used to reduce the length of the leaver and create something to
push against to create a movement.

GLOSSARY: PROGRAM TERMINOLOGY
DB: Dumbbell
BB: Barbell
NG: Neutral grip. Palms facing each other
Supinated: Palms facing towards you
Pronated: Palms facing away from you
BW: Bodyweight
ES: Each side
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Glossary

GLOSSARY: PROGRAM TERMINOLOGY
Prone: Face down
Supine: Face up
FFE: Front foot elevated
RFE: Rear foot elevated
RDL: Romanian Deadlift
ALAP: As long as possible
EMRAP: As many reps as possible
EMOM: Every minute on the minute
Friction in: Using torque/tension Pushing hands or feet
together
Friction out: Using torque/tension Pushing hands or feet away
from each other

GLOSSARY: INTENSITY TECHNIQUES

Drop Set: Complete your final set and then immediately drop
the weight 10% and go to failure
Double Drop Set: Complete your final set and then immediately
drop the weight 10% aim for the same repetition range again.
After this make a final 10% drop in weight and go to failure.
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GLOSSARY: INTENSITY TECHNIQUES
Rest Pause set: Pick a weight that you can do for 6-9 reps and
aim for the rep number given (e.g 11-15) once you hit failure
rest 20 seconds before getting another few reps out. Do as
many rest pauses as necessary to get to the target.
Isometric Holds: Hold the movement at the shortened position
(when the muscle is contracted) for 15-20 seconds
Forced Reps: Reach failure on your final set and have someone
else assist you in a few more reps past failure.
Eccentric loading: Get assistance on the concentric (lifting
part of the move) and Slow the eccentric (lowering portion of
the lift) to 10 seconds
Mechanical drop set: This is a drop set where the weight
doesn't change but the position or exercise in which the
movement is performed. The aim is to move from a position
where you are mechanically weaker in the strength curve or
leverage to a position of strength.
Pre fatigue: Perform an isolation exercise pre big lift e.g chest
flyes to incline dumbells press
Post Fatigue: Perform an isolation exercise after the main
multi joint movement to failure e.g chest flyes after incline
dumbbell press.

Glossary
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GLOSSARY: INTENSITY TECHNIQUES
Challenge set: After working up to your max weight for 6-9 aim
to complete as many reps as possible with this weight
maintaining constant tension. Try to surpass your rep range.
Muscle rounds: Perform 6 sets of 4 reps with 15 seconds rest
between sets. Complete after last set. 60%
1 and 1⁄4 reps: Complete 1 and one quarter reps for each rep.
E.g on a bench press you will: come all the way down, flex up
(not bounce) a quarter of the way up, bring back down to chest
then flex all the way up and that's one rep
Banded: Adding bands for accommodating resistance. The
band will aid in matching the strength curve by either making it
harder where you are strong or help you out of weaker spots.

Why health is our top priority

HEALTH
Health should always be top priority in a transformation especially if you
want to keep your physique long term. A healthy body looks, feels and
performs better and you came to us because you want to look and feel
like a real life superhero.
Keeping a close eye on a number of key health markers such as sleep,
digestion throughout your journey through a RESET, REBUILD and
REPLENISH phases will be key to ensuring maximal progress.

RESET PHASES
Our aim here is to improve health markers as quickly as possible. Getting
your sleep, stress, digestion, blood pressure and resting heart rate in a
good place ensures we have the aerobic health to deal with more
advanced training methods and ensures we are in a healthy place
metabolically to utilise the nutrients we take in optimally.
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Why health is our top priority

REBUILD PHASES
Now you are in a healthy place we will utilise your health data to build
and adjust your workout specifically to your feedback mentally and
physically.
Everyone will have a different tolerance to training volume and we will
need to push you to a point where the body has the stimulus to change.
We will do this by pushing training volume until we start to see if effecting
these health makers and then we will back back off slightly to allow you to
super-compensate and progress FAST!!

REPLENISH PHASES
Our aim in the Replenish phase is to create balance for the long term.
We will use this phase to get to maintenance calories and get health
markers back to their optimal place so we can handle more food.
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How to track your health markets

HEALTH MARKERS

Tracking your biomarkers via the
Keystone app only takes a couple
seconds per day and allows both you
and your coach to see trends overtime
that can be important to assessing
progress, health and adjustments over
time.
Step 1: On the smiley face
icon on the top right of the
feelings section. This will
take you to an overview
page where you can see
changes in these markers
over a 7, 14, 30 and 60 day
period.

Step 2: To update the markers click the + symbol at the
bottom right of the screen.
Step 3: Input scores out of 10 for each marker by scrolling the
dials round to the desired number.
Step 4: Add a note to each section. Anything below 5 will
require a note. There are a number of reasons sleep could be
off. Is it struggling to get to sleep, staying asleep, waking tired,
are you waking up wired? All these can have different solutions
so be as detailed as possible.
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Sleep and digestion top tips
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Digestion top tips:

1

DO NOT eat in a stressed state: If you feel like you are stressed
before a meal do 1 minute of guided meditation or deep breathing
before starting your meal.

2

Take time to chew your food: You should chew until your food is
semi liquid.

3

Aim to follow each meal with some light activity: A simple 1015 minute walk is ideal.

4

Stay Hydrated: VERY IMPORTANT! Our top tip is buy bigger
bottles as if you have them you will drink them.

5

Identify food intolerances: if you feel bloated, heartburn, brain
fog, constipation etc after a meal look to take a food log and
eliminate any problem foods for a period of time.

6

Increase fibre intake: Fibre has many benefits and one being the
normalisation of daily movements.

Sleep and digestion top tips
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Sleep top tips:

1

Ditch electronics 1 hour before bed: This will limit blue light
exposure which affects your circadian rhythm and also helps you
wind down post work.

2

Mind Dump Journal: stop thoughts running through your head by
getting them down on paper before you sleep so you can focus
on YOU!

3

Meditate: Headspace is our favourite app for this and starts with
a 10 day free trial.

Are you ready?
Yes?
Fantastic, let’s do this!
Simon Dutton, Made Coaching Founder

